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I. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose G is a group, N is a normal subgroup of G, Q = G/AT, and .-1 is a 
G-module. The Lyndon-Hochschild-S erre spectral sequence is a third quadrant 
spectral sequence {E, , d,.:, with Ez*’ = HP@, EP(N, A)), converging to the 
cohomology of G. 
In this paper we determine the structure of the second transgression 7‘): 
fP(N, A) - H3(Q, A) of the spectral sequence in the case that S acts trivially 
on A4. Ry the structure of 7, we mean the four groups: 
(i) Def r-the domain of r, 
(ii) Im r-the image of 7, 
(iii) Ker r-the kernel of 7, 
(iv) Ind r-the indeterminancy of 7. 
In [5], \vc defined a G-crossed extension of =1 by N to be an extension 
0 -----f ,q -“L c’ 24 n; -+ 1 (1.1) 
with operators in G, so that the action of G is compatible with conjugation in C. 
In other words, C is a G-crossed module in the sense of Whitehead [7]. 
FVe make USC of an exact commutative diagram derived in [5] 
H”(N, A) 
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where S est,,(lY, -3) is the group of congruence classes of G-crossed extensions 
of A by AY; y is induced by the inclusion L: AT - G; E maps the class of a crossed 
extension to the class of its underlying extension; 6 maps the class of a crossed 
extension to its Mac Lane-Whitehead obstruction; < maps EP(Q, Hr(N. .-I)) 
isomorphically onto the subgroup of split G-crossed extensions of -4 by .2’; 
and x is the cup product homomorphism. 
Our main result is the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1.1. The structure of the transgression T: H”(N, -i) -1 H3(Q, .-1) 
is giz,en h v : 
(i) Def 7 = Im E, 
(ii) Im T : Im 6, 
(iii) Ker 7 = Im L*, 
(iv) lnd 7 = Im x. 
The subgroup Def 7 of H”(A-, il) is also called the subgroup of transgressive 
elements. We obtain the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 1.2. ‘-1 central extension E: 0 - d + B + A’ ----, I of .J ly A- 
represents a transgressive element in H2(N, =1) if and only if E has the structure 
of a G-crossed extension; moreozler, if E is transgressice, then the possihle crossed 
structures 011 R are in one-to-one correspondence with H1(Q, Hl(N, A)). 
As an application of this corollary, we recover a result of Hill [I], obtained 
topologically, which says that if k’ is a group, then the central extension 
E: 0 - Z(K) + K + In(K) -+ 1 
is transgressive for the extension 
I - In(k-) - Aut(K) + Out(K) --, 1. 
This result follows from C’orollary 1.2, since E is obviously an Aut(K)-crossed 
extension. 
Note that the subgroup of transgressive elements is the kernel of the differen- 
tial d Ei.” + I?:,’ 0’ _ Thus, we obtain the following corollary to Theorem 1. I. 
('OROLLARY 1.3. The following sequence is exact: 
0 ------, Hl(Q, Hl(,V, iz)) A-+ S ext,(l\T, ill) -‘+ FP(!V, -3)o 
-d+ H”(Q, H’(N, A)). 
One should compare this sequence with the sequence obtained by Tahara [6] 
in the case that the sequence 1 . l 3’ ---f G --t (2 - 1 splits. 
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2. THE TRANSGRESSION 
Suppose G is a group, N ~1 G, Q = G/N, and -61 is a Q-module. The trans- 
gression 7: H”(N, A) - N3(Q, 9) of the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral 
sequence is the additive relation, see [3, p. 511, determined by the diagram 
H”(N, A)’ = E;.’ 
where eF and e, are the fiber and base edge homomorphisms. 
Suppose 1 ---f N --fL G jn Q - 1 are the natural homomorphisms. According 
to Mac Lane [3, p. 3491, 7 is the set of all pairs ({fL}, (K}) wheref: G 2. G --j A 
is a normalized 2-cochain,f, = f 1 N x N, K:Q x Q x Q+ Aisanormalized 
3-cocycle, and 8f = K, where K, = K 0 n X r >: rr. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Consider the homomorphisms 
X ext,(N, A) L EP(Q, A) 
If E: 0 ---, A ---ty C 4 N---f 1 is a G-crossed extension of A by N, then (c(E), 
6/E)) E 7. 
Proof. Let {z-(q)>nto be a normalized set of coset representatives of N’ in G. 
Let EL: Q x Q + C be a normalized function such that +(q, r) = a(g) U(T) a(qr)-l 
for each q, Y E Q. According to Mac Lane and Whitehead [4], ZJ and p determine 
a cocycle K: 0 x 0 X Q --f A given by 
“K(q, 1’, s) =- n(q) . tL(y, s) f P(4, rs) - I*(qy, s) - cL(q, 1.). (2.2) 
The homomorphism 6 is defined by 6(E) = {K}. 
Let @(x>L, be a normalized set of coset representatives for E. Observe that 
gv(n(g))-l E N for each g E G, so we may define a normalized function X: G --f C 
by X(g) = u(ga(n(g))-I). Observe that 
%Vd -t 44gN V9 + P(+), 4hN - 4gh)) = 1. 
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Hence, we may define a normalized cochainf : G x G --+ Ad by 
Let /3: N :.\ 1% + il be the factor set determined by u. Note that ifs E N, then 
A(X) = U(X). Hence, if s, y E N, thenf(x, y) = U(X) + u(y) -~ u(.Y-v) z: /3(x, y). 
Therefore, ft 1 /3. A calculation shows that Sf = K, . Hence, ( [fL;, [K)) E T. 
Observe that E(E] = f/3: = {f$ and 6{EI = {of, so that (<{Ej., S{Bj) E 7. 1 
Let -T: Drf T - H3(Q, J)/Ind Q- be the homomorphism induced by the 
transgression. By Proposition 2.1, the following diagram commutes 
S ext,(N, ;II) L+ W(Q, A) 
I 
c 
I 
Del 7 d H3(Q, A)/Ind 7. (2.4) 
Since T is the differential of the transgression d3: Ei,’ ---, Ei,“, we see from 
the diagram (2.4) that d3 is induced by the Mac Lane-Whitehead obstruction 
homomorphism 6: S ext,(N, Z4) -+ H3(Q, =1). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
(i) By Proposition 2.1, Im E C Def 7. To see the reverse inclusion, suppose 
f : G :< G --f rrl is a normalized cochain and K: 0 x Q Y Q - iz is a normalized 
cocycle such that Sf = K, . Hence, if g, 12, i E G, then 
g . f(k ;) - f(gh, i) + f (& hi) - f(& h) = K(+Y)> v(h), +)). 
In particular, if any one ofg, R, i is in N, theng f (h, i) - f (gh, i) + f (g, hi) - 
f (g, h) = 0, since K is normalized. Define /3: N x N----f A by /3 = fL . By the 
last remark, /3 is a normalized cocycle. Define a normalized function a: G i: N+A4 
by a(g, X) =-- f (g, X) - f (gxg--l, g). We claim that (01, /3) is a factor system, that 
is, (or, /3) is a pair of normalized functions satisfying the following four identities: 
(i) oi(gh, 2) == g a(/?, *v) + a(g, hxh-I), (3.1) 
g,hEG,xEN; 
(ii) f(; ‘,‘ET\f(v, z) == KY, z) -t P(x, yz), (3.2) 
a_ 7 
(iii) g P(x, y) I, a(g, vy) = a(g, x) + m(g, ?) + P(gY’, gYP), (3.3) 
g~G,s,y~n;; 
(iv) B(s, y) - /3(.++, X) = a(x, y), (3.4) 
s, y E A’. 
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The second identity follows, since j3 is cocycle, while the fourth follows 
from the definition of 01 and ,8. The first and third identities are easily derived 
using the fact that if any one of g, h, i is in N, then 
g . f(h, i) - f(gh, i) A f(g, hi) - f(g, h) = 0. 
It follows that (OL, /3) is a factor system. 
(3.5) 
Define a G-crossed module A % (a,o$V as follows: Let A X (ar,GpV = -4 x ib’ as 
a set. Define an action of G on A :< c~,~,N and a multiplication in A x c,,~,N by 
g (a, .Y) = (g . a + a(g, x), gql) and (a, -4 + (6, y) = (a + b + P(x, y), .v). 
The four identities imply that A x (a,D) 1N is a G-crossed module. The first 
identity gives the action associative law, the second the multiplication associative 
law, the third the distributive law, and the fourth identity gives the conjugation 
property of a crossed module. Moreover, Et,,o): 0 ---f B --j” 22 x (U,B) N 3 
N --f 1, where v(a) = (a, 1) and a(u, x) = X, is a G-crossed extension of A by N; 
and E{E~,,~)} = {/3} = {f&}. This shows that Def 7 C Im E. 
(ii) In [5], we showed that the following sequence is exact: 
X extc(N, A) 6_ H3(Q, A) ---% H3(G, A). (3.6) 
Hence, it suffices to show that Im 7 = Ker rr*. One sees this easily from 
Mac Lane’s characterization of the transgression. 
(iii) Supposef: G x G - A is a normalized cocycle. Then 8f = 0. Hence, 
((f&j, (01) E 7 by Mac Lane’s characterization of the transgression. This shows 
that Im L* C Ker ‘T. 
To see the reverse inclusion, suppose L E Ker 7. Then there is a normalized 
cochain f: G >: G + ;2 and a normalized cocycle K: Q x Q x Q + A such 
that Sf = K, and (L, 0) = ({f‘}, {K}). Since (IC} = 0, there is a normalized 
cochain t: Q x Q +A such that St = K. Observe that S(f - t,) = Sf- K, = 0, 
so that f - t, is a cocycle. Moreover, (f - t,), = fL . Hence, ~*{f - t,} = L. 
This shows that Ker 7 C Im L*. 
(iv) By chasing the diagram (I .2) one sees easily that Ind 7 = Im x, since 
Def T/Ker 7 E Im T/Ind 7. 
Note that Ind 7 is the image of the differential d,: E$’ + Z$r”. In their 
fundamental paper [2], Hochschild and Serre computed this differential to be 
minus the cup product homomorphism X: H1(Q, W(N, A)) + H3(Q, -4), so 
that Ind 7 = Im x has been known for some time. 
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